2017 ktm 350sxf

We are getting tired of having to stick up for the cc power plant just because most professional
racers don't race one, so we are just going to be blunt here. If you are in the market for a new
bike to ride at you favorite tracks, give a a good hard look. For KTM gave the same changes to
all of the SX-F bikes and they are: WP AER 48 fork, aluminum upper engine mounts, softer rear
spring, traction control, stiffer top triple clamp, 10mm longer brake pedal, and new handlebar
clamps. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. It give the bike a flatter seat and thinner
overall feel. This does a couple things; it makes it easier for the rider to slide forward for turns
and back for whoops and the thinner feel gives the bike a small, nimble feel. You sit on the KTM,
not "in" it like some other bikes. Photo By Drew Ruiz. KTM's have been known for their stellar
braking performance and this year all of the SX-F models received new brake pad material that
is designed to give better feel and a more progressive action. On the track, the rear brake is less
likely to lock up and is easier to control. This is especially helpful when going down steep hills
since you don't ever what the rear to be completely locked. The rear brake pedal is also 10mm
longer. This wasn't an issue that we had in the past with KTM's but we guess some people did.
It still feels normal to us. The motor on the '17 SX-F is the same as last years model but mounts
securing that motor to the frame are different. They have been swapped from steel to aluminum
and are stiffer and lighter. All manufactures this year seem to be really fine tuning their bike's
chassis feel. Right off the bat, we can't say that the new upper engine mounts changed the way
the bike handled but we can say that there is still a place for steel frames in motocross. Air
forks for all! We haven't been impressed with other air forks, yet the WP AER 48 is the best one
that we've ridden and yes, it is better than the 4CS fork. There is a suppleness and level of
comfort that other air forks just can't match. And, what is even better is that there is only one air
chamber to check and fill. For our pro level rider, the fork was actually on the soft side as well
as the shock and he added some pressure to chamber. Our slower vet-paced rider felt that the
pressure was fine, just that the fork seemed to want to stay high in the stroke and hard to
initiate turns. The KTM tech on hand suggested to go four clicks softer on compression which
is what he also did when breaking in the bike just to get the fork to be more compliant. New for
is KTM's traction control. If you haven't read about it yet, it is a relatively simple system. Rather
than wheel sensors which are illegal for competition the ECU just monitors throttle control and
engine rpm. If there is a sudden spike in rpm without a throttle position change, the system will
slightly retard the ignition. This is a very subtle system and is only noticeable when the track is
really baked out and dusty and you get really lazy with the throttle application, in which case the
traction works pretty seamlessly. Overall we are fans of the system since there isn't any
downside to speak of as of yet. You can see the one Schrader valve on the fork cap and the
bleed valve next to it. You still have to set both fork legs to atmospheric pressure before each
ride. Another new item on the bike is a more stout upper triple clamp which is aimed at making
the handling more precise, which it does. It is a subtle change but the new triple clamp along
with the new engine mounts, most likely make this SX-F more willing to lean into turns and
more stable when leaned over. It doesn't handle like a yellow bike but the is a really easy bike to
point where you want it to go. Again, having an overall very light package doesn't hurt. There
are two engine maps on the SX-F which are very simple to change on the fly via the handle bar
switch. Map 1 is standard and Map 2 is aggressive and we typically always go for the aggressive
map, but that isn't the case with the In Map 1 there is a broad spread of power that starts pretty
low not as low as a , mind you and pulls to a great, strong mid-rang and just keeps climbing to a
rocket ship-like top end. Map 2 does add a little down low but it isn't worth the penalty of
loosing that super fun upper rpm power. You can ride it like a , using its torque to get you
around the track, or you can ride it like a and just keep revving and revving and revving. Plus, it
handles like a About the only downsides we can say is that it doesn't have the raw grunt of a , it
isn't the quickest turning bike when compared to certain Fs, and it doesn't have an orange
frame. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide. Picture credits - KTM. Submit more pictures.
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previously used. A: Yes. There are other changes to the KTM SXF, though, and it is important
that we look at each one to see what its contribution to the overall package is. Although this
bike was designed when Giuspepe Luongo and Steve Whitelock were talking about having cc
bikes replace s, which never happened, it has still managed to be a big seller for KTMâ€”even
though it is an orphan bike without a class. However, Vets and Professional Practice Riders
adopted it immediately. Why is it so popular? Because it runs like a with the power of a A:
Massive. A: Noticeable. Beefing up the structure of the top triple clamp and eliminating the
milled hole in the front portion makes the top triple clamp more rigid. When we visited the KTM
factory a while back, we shuffled through a box of prototype triple clamps and noticed the one
that would become OEM in Most test riders feel that the steering input on the is more accurate
than on the A: Unimportant. Stay with us, because this gets a little confusing. In the bars were
mounted to a one-piece lower bar mount with two separate top bar-mount clamps. This year the
bottom bar mounts are now two separate pieces while the top bar mount is one piece. KTM says
this will prevent twisting, but we noticed no improvement in bar integrity, because technically
there is no real difference. We run one-piece clamps top and bottom. A: That depends. A: Slight.
Last year there was a flick switch on the right side of the handlebars that could be used to
activate the stock map or a second map, either mellow or aggressive. The second map was
chosen by rotating a dial inside the airbox. For KTM has a new multi-switch on the left side of
the handlebars. When you press the rubber-covered button on the bottom of the multi-switch, a
lighted number is displayed on the face of the multi-switch. Number 1 is stock and number 2 is
aggressive. Every MXA test rider chose to run the aggressive map. There is no dial in the airbox
to bother with, and, by the same token, there is no mellow map option. The new multi-switch is
easier to use than the flick switch but not a game-changer. A: Overblown. It works by
monitoring runaway revs. The ECU recognizes runaway revs as an indicator that the engine is
free-revving and the rear wheel is spinning. To stop the wheel from spinning, the ECU retards
the ignition to slow the engine down and get the wheel hooked up again. What did we think? It
does exactly what it is designed to do, but we found limited use for it. It works best on
hard-pack, rock-hard, muddy or slippery track surfaces. When we engaged traction control on a
loamy track, it was more of a hindrance than a benefit. A: Positive. MXA test riders rarely use
launch control on dirt starts, but we use it all the time on concrete or hard-packed dirt. On the
KTM SXF you engage launch control by pressing the rubber-covered map button and the
traction-control button simultaneouslyâ€”easier said thatn done. If you do this properly, the
light behind the front number plate will flash rapidly. The flashing light confirms that traction
control is activated. Most MXA test riders engage traction control, hold the throttle wide open,
and then dump the clutch. There is one caveat, though. If you blip the throttle on the starting

line and let the revs fall by more than 30 percent, launch control will shut offâ€”and you cannot
reengage it without shutting the engine down. Why does it disengage launch control if the revs
fall? The system is designed to stay engaged as long as the rider is moving forward. Once he
shuts the throttle off for the first turn, the system disengages. A: Welcome. For KTM made two
changes to the rear brake system. The rear brake pedal is 10mm longer than the pedal. For the
rear brake pads use a less-aggressive compound. Many racers felt that the previous rear brake
pad was too grabby and could overheat if used too aggressively. If you feel the new pads are
too grabby and squeal a little, grind a slope on the front edge of the pads to allow them to
engage cleaner. Take precautions not to breathe in the brake dust when grinding the angle on
the brake pads. A: Very big. Every KTM comes with an hour meter installed on top of the top
triple clamp. This is a nice touch. The head stays are not only aluminum and more rigid than the
steel stays of , but they look nicer and are lighter. The top of the shock body now has a
raw-aluminum cap instead of a black-anodized one. The graphics mystify us. Last year, if you
looked closely, you could see the letters KTM cryptically hidden in the radiator-shroud design. If
you want all the horsepower that the SXF has to offer, you need to rev it to the moonâ€”and we
mean rev it until dogs howl in neighboring towns. The key tactic to being successful on a SXF is
to refuse to shift. Resist the urge to shift when your twitchy right foot wants you to. Resist the
urge to shift when the engine whines at 11, rpm. Then, at 13, rpm, and not one iota earlier, slam
in a new gear and refuse to shift all over again. Why should you bleed it dry? Because if you
shift at rpm, you will be giving up 5 horses. If you shift at 11, rpm, you will be giving up 1 horse.
If you shift at 13, rpm, you will be getting everything the SXF has, which is It has the perfect
power below peak rpm to master tricky half-throttle corners. It can track across off-cambers
without raising your fear of spinning out. It picks up clean, builds power progressively and
keeps its eye on the prize, even if you never get near the 13,rpm grand prize. Many Vet riders
love to race the SXF as though it were a small instead of what it really isâ€”a big There are no
cam, valve, piston or exhaust-pipe mods. Mechanically, the engine is the engine, although there
is a mapping change that makes it feel smoother. And, it does this with no added moving parts.
Just like a bicycle pump, the WP cartridge has a piston that goes up and down, changing the air
pressure as it goes. On the downstroke, the pressure builds up; on the upstroke, thanks to a
simple little bypass dent, the same air is recycled to the other side of the piston to stop the fork
from topping out. In a single up-and-down movement, WP is able to use the same air pressure
in two different directions. You can race these forks right off the showroom floor. Even if you
own a 20 Torx wrench, never use it on the air side of the WP forks. It will strip out. Just use a
10mm T-handle. On the left side you have to use the 20 Torx, but at least this screw is made
from steel. Take your pick. It sticks. Unlike the gas cap, they come loose constantly. Never trust
that they are tight and you will never have any trouble. Our spokes never took a set. Every
couple motos we would check the spoke next to the rim lock and it would be loose. We have
broken KTM spokes in We would prefer more room between the brake line and the bars to
lessen the chance of damage. Step number one in getting the most out of your SXF is to gear it
down at least one tooth. A: The like list: 1 Handling. This clutch is stout enough to last a full
race season without being touched. You have to be impressed by the pound weight. This is an
impossible dream achieved with a battery and electric starter. Even though the MXA wrecking
crew thinks that a cc, cc or cc displacement would come closer to fulfilling the dream of a
mid-size Open-class bike, the SXF is the ultimate expression of a on steroids. We like the
Dunlop MX3S intermediate tires, but be forewarned that if you run them on hard-pack dirt, the
side knobs will rip off the front tire. Kudos to KTM for putting an hour meter on its bikes at the
factoryâ€”and saving us the trouble. A: Pinch yourself. This is a dream bike for a large portion
of motocross riders. Dream on. We offer it as a guide to help you find your own sweet spot. The
SX and SX use psi. The SX has psi. How do we arrive at the proper air pressure? With a
two-pronged approach. First, we start with the OEM recommended air pressure and note how
high the forks ride in their stroke and how much travel they get over the jumps with a zip-tie on
one fork leg. With the stock air pressure, the AER forks typically ride high in their stroke and
come up about 3 inches short of bottoming. Then we lower the air pressure in 2-psi increments.
How do we know when we have the proper pressure? Spring rate: psi psi Compression: 20
clicks out 12 clicks out Rebound: 15 clicks out 12 clicks out Fork-leg height: Third line Notes:
Slower or lighter riders might have to lower the oil height in the damping leg by 10mm or more
to get full travel although we have had good luck with them lowering the air pressure as low psi.
However, we do bleed the outer chamber constantly, which is accessed via a 10mm hex head or
20 Torx. Many riders had trouble getting any preload on the shock spring. Additionally, we set
the sag at mm instead of the WP-recommended mm. Submitting your personal data you agree
with our privacy policy. Log in. Error occurred, retry! Email already in use. Choose your
preferred news. Earlier this year Cycle News tested the easy-on-the-eyes Same with the Again,

the major change that separated the It now comes standard with the 3. New handlebar mounts
one-piece solid top and a redesigned top triple clamp dial in added stiffness on every KTM. The
outer fork-tube thickness decreased 1mm from the AER 48 that came on the This reduction of
1mm of thickness also knocked off a little more weight to the already light AER 48 fork. Valving
in the AER 48 fork is also revised with a different internal piston. Out back, revised valving and
a new shock springâ€”down one rate to 4. The aluminum head stays a. An hour meter is now
standard equipment, rims are Excel, and the brake pedal is 5mm longer, while the rear-pad
material is less aggressive for better modulation. Any F rider or any rider for that matter who is
intimidated by s should go ahead and give the KTM a try; this bike is far from mean and scary. It
is what you want it to be, a gentle giant in the horsepower department. It delivers impressive
power in a very predictable and usable method, equaling forward drive. Carving corners on the
KTM is effortless thanks to the wide powerband. We bounced between stock and aggressive
depending on the track surface and how much forward thrust we really needed. The traction
control which is a new feature is an acquired taste and not for every rider. Our testers who
come from F backgrounds liked the traction control, especially as the track dried out, while our
dedicated guys gave it a whirl but chose to leave it off unless the tracks were blue groove and
crazy slippery. In general, though they seemed to think that the traction control on the can
definitely be an asset at times and is well worth having. We have to come to like it a lot,
especially when compared to the WP 4CS fork it replaces. The damping leg right is where you
find the compression adjuster on top with rebound adjustment on the bottom. The left leg holds
the air, which acts as a spring. The standard setting for the SX-F is psi The benefit to the AER 48
design is the ease of use and adjustment. It is leaps and bounds better than the 4CS it replaces
and is on par with many standard non-air spring forks. Even Honda has ditched air forks on
their for , returning to a traditional spring fork, hearing the complaints of the consumers. The
first few inches of travel on the AER 48 is plush, much better than any other air fork and feels
like a well set-up spring fork when compared to any other air fork. The AER 48 holds up in the
stroke nicely while absorbing small bumps and chop, both under braking and acceleration. The
AER 48 provides a progressive and predictable feel through the mid stroke. All the way through
the stroke the AER 48 is smooth without any harshness. It also has the benefit of incredible
front-end traction and they work as a fork is designed. Every tester was very impressed. The
ability to easily adjust pressure depending on the track conditions and rider weight is a key
feature of the air fork. The overall balance of the KTM SX-F is slightly improved thanks to
revisions to the fork and a softer shock spring. Hammering into braking bumps never resulted
in a twitchy front end or the back end stepping out unexpectedly. Predictable is the key
descriptive word when explaining the KTMs handling. The softer rear shock spring and internal
revisions might border on too soft for very fast bigger riders, those pushing the pound mark.
For the average rider, the shock works well and provides great rear-wheel traction. We hovered
around mm of sag for best overall balance. The suspension changes for are an improvement
over the The bike handles great through the loamy sand, over the hard pack, rails any type of
corner and is light and easy to throw around. It borders on crazy. That lack of weight is instantly
felt out on the track. Throwing around the SX-F feels like riding a F on nitrous. Thanks to the
overall lightweight, initiating direction change is easy and the smooth power delivery provides
awesome traction in any condition. The updated chassis in provided more stability, and, now
with the addition of the AER 48 fork and revised shock settings, the KTM SX-F is impressively
stable, especially for a bike that is at the top of the class when it comes to cornering prowess.
The engine character, mated with a predictable chassis and good suspension makes it a fun
and competitive race bike. It is the lightest production motocross machine and it has electric
start. The past five years has seen the KTM SX-F evolve into an ultra-light, nimble handling and
efficient motocross machine. In fact, the suspension settings and the engine are all that
separate the two bikes. The motor is based off the SX-F engine, making it slightly lighter than
the engine and bit heavier than the SX-F. Recommended air pressure is Feel out on the track is
much different between the and They are two completely different animals, in a good way. On
most tracks, minus a deep sand track or a track like Glen Helen with horsepower-robbing
uphills, the is perfectly capable of hanging with and turning faster lap times than a Every test
rider leaned toward wanting to ride and race the SX-F over the SX-F, commenting that over the
course of a moto they would have more energy aboard the The SX-F is slightly plusher overall
due to different suspension settings. Our testers loved how light the felt and mentioned
repeatedly how nicely it dropped into corners. The difference in handling and feel are all based
on rotating mass in the engine and what ccs of extra power delivery does to the flex properties
of the chassis. Creating even more of an aggressive feel to the engine is the use of a standard
six-spring clutch. The uses the DPS clutch, providing a slightly softer engagement. When the
SX-F first hit the motocross world, it was fun and different, helping bolster appeal. A strong

following realized the purpose and potential of the smaller engine. Now in KTM has created a cc
engine that is faster than anyone could have imagined. Ultimate vet bike? Quite possible the
ultimate motocross bike in general! WP Monoshock with linkage, low-speed and high-speed
compression damping, rebound damping and adjustable spring preload; Gearset : Alpinestar
Techstar. Helmet : Bell Moto-9 Carbon Flex. Boots : Alpinestars Tech Adam Booth October 7,
Next Up. We use cookies and browser activity to improve your experience and personalize both
the content and advertising you see. I accept Privacy policy. WP AER 48mm air fork,
compression and rebound damping adjustment; Since KTM introduced the SX-F in , it has
continued to be one of the most unique and interesting motocross models on the market. Was it
a good idea in the end? Yes, it was a great idea. Read on the find out! Starting with the frame,
KTM continue to use their chrome-moly steel unit for , which is designed to provide improved
rideability, precise cornering and excellent stability. The frame also features high torsional
rigidity and low longitudinal stiffness, this results in better absorption of the energy created
from the front and rear suspension, sucking up jumps and bumps. The idea with this design
was to create more comfort and less rider fatigue, which is definitely a key factor in motocross.
Attaching the engine to the frame, lightweight aluminum engine head stays also contribute to
more precise cornering and a reduced vibration level. The engineers were able to pull off all
that, while making their frame a whole kilogram lighter than that of the lightest competitor on
the market. In addition, the KTM SX-F also features an extra-light sub-frame made of stable
aluminum profiles, which comes in at just grams. The swing-arm is designed using cast
aluminum to continue saving weight whilst creating improved flex behavior. The
single-component casting process also eliminates any inconsistencies created by welding. The
result? A super strong, and super clean swing-arm unit that enhances performance and looks
awesome right out of the box! Not only does the KTM SX-F feature a lightweight chassis design,
but it now also features another huge weight saving component â€” air forks. Luckily enough
for us here at MotoOnline. After setting the rider sag to mm and spinning a few laps aboard the
KTM SX-F, I returned to the pits with my feedback and Apro worked his magic. After going 16
clicks out on the rebound on the rear shock, and setting the forks to an air pressure of 9. Now,
these features are super impressive, and awesome to see for , but when it comes to the , the
most interesting factor is the engine. It definitely does. This has got to be one of the most
user-friendly and enjoyable motorcycles I have swung a leg over to date â€” it really is the
perfect mixture. The KTM SX-F is the perfect motocross machine to cruise around on at your
own pace, yet still houses the power and performance to easily compete with cc contenders.
The ability to ride the bike a gear higher and maintain a smooth flow around the track is
awesome, and the lightweight feel makes the SX-F corner and handle in a similar way to the
SX-F. For another awesome and important update is the addition of a unique traction control
and mapping system. Using a convenient handlebar map switch, you can now switch between
two maps, one standard and another more aggressive, along with the traction control system.
Seriously, did you ever think you would see a legitimate traction control system on a motocross
bike? Neither did I. I chose to stick with the more aggressive map throughout the day as the
track offered reasonable traction throughout the day. The response and power delivery using
this map suited my style and I found it to be the most comfortable out of the three options. We
see Brembo brakes standard front and rear for , along with Galfer wave discs to compliment
those. For MY17 the rear brake pedal is also 10mm longer and less aggressive brake pads have
been added both front and rear. Lightweight, CNC machined hubs are laced to black Excel rims
to guarantee maximum stability and minimal unsprung weight. Do you enjoy the characteristics
of a cc four-stroke but wish you had extra power and torque on tap when you feel lazy? For
more information head to Search for: Search. Newsletter Email Subscribe. Bikes 23 Nov
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